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Ruways Salīm’s new inscriptions (in Jordan): 
a linguistic analysis

Saba FarèS

Sem  ClaS  10   2017  •  p. 215-223Doi: 10.1484/J.SEC.5.114951

 the ConteXt oF diSCovery and the teXtS*

In 1997, during our fieldwork at wādī Ramm, we 
explored a place locally known as Ruways Salīm, found 
at the left entrance of wādī Umm Saḥm (figure 1) 1, 
southeast of the village of Ramm.

Ruways Salīm is a raised platform protected by small 
hills. The archaeological remains of prehistoric activity 
are visible on the ground (FarèS 2013, pp. 33-35). 
Several dispersed blocks are engraved. There, we found 
engravings of animals often accompanied by a series of 

 * The project at Ramm is financed by the Department of Human 
and Social Sciences, Archaeology and Heritage at the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Development. 
I am grateful to all who supported the project at MAEDI. 
Without the local population at Ramm, especially Hassan

names of people. One block stood out from the crowd: it 
raised itself on the edge, at the entrance of the platform. 
Its smooth side is engraved and directed towards the 
route, in other words, towards the west (figure 2).

Only the lower half is engraved, the other half has 
a rough surface. This block is in red sandstone and the 
characters are in good general condition. The written 
form is typically regional: pretty characters with a height 
of around 20 cm for the letter lām. We counted twelve 
texts of length 5 to 21 letters.

ʿAwdeh al-Zalabyeh, we would not have carried out our field 
researches and made these discoveries.

 1. I mentioned the site for the first time in 1996, in a first 
preliminary report of the 1997 expedition (FarèS-drappeau 
1996, p. 273).

Figure 1 - Localisation of the site.
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216    Saba Farès

 the upper part (figures 3 and 4)

RS 1. l-Rbn bn ʿzz
Rbn son of ʿzz.

Rbn: masculine anthroponym. It is only mentioned in 
Harding & Littmann’s lexicon as dubious (harding & 
littmann 1952, nos. 406 and 465). With Ibn Ḥazm we 
come across رباّن, the radical letters of which refer back to 
our text. He is the son of Ḥulwān ibn ʿumrān ibn al-Ḥāfī 
ibn Quḍāʿa حُلوان بن عُمْران بن الحافي بن قضُاعة.

ʿzz: patronym “power, strength,” known in a Thamudic 
inscription at Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, 
no. 152; King 1990, p. 582). It is known in Nabataean 
(Cantineau 1930, p. 129). It is confirmed in Safaitic and 
in South Arabian (harding 1971). The repetition of the 
letter zay could refer back to a name either of type ّعز or 
of type عزيز/عزاز. Moreover, today, it is a very common 
anthroponym.

RS 2. l-ʿbd bn Mḥbb ḏ ʾl Mzn
ʿbd fils de Mḥbb of the clan of ʾl Mzn. 2

ʿbd: masculine anthroponym equivalent to the Arabic 
 worshipper, servant,” name known in Semitic“ عَبْد
vocabulary, either as an anthroponym or as an element 
of theophoric names. 3 As an anthroponym, it is known in 
Thamudic inscriptions in the region of Ramm (harding & 
littmann 1952; King 1990, pp. 574-575). 4 In Thamudic, 
it is known in al-Theeb and Eskoubi (al-theeB 2002, 
no. 53; al-theeB 1999, no. 181; al-theeB 2000a, no. 38; 
eSKouBi 1999, no. 105, 132, 264). We also find it in 
the Thamudic texts identified by Jaussen and Savignac 
near Mādaʾin Ṣāliḥ (JauSSen & SavignaC 1909, p. 179). 
Nowadays, it is mostly an element of compound names.

Mḥbb: masculine anthroponym recorded in Tabūk’s 
Thamudic inscription (al-theeB 1999, no. 181). It is 
known in Safaitic (harding 1971, p. 539). A Sabaean 
inscription also includes this man’s name (tairan 1992, 
p. 92). This name would seemingly correspond to Arabic 
maḥbūb محبوب, a passive participle from the root Ḥbb 
“to love.”

ḏ ʾ l Mzn: set composed of ḏ, which is the relative “that 
of, of,” followed by ʾl, which refers back to the ancestor 
of the clan who, in our case, is Mzn. This clan name is 
attested in another inscription, discovered in an area very 
close to the block in question, in wādī Umm Saḥm (farèS-

 2. This text was published in 1996 (farèS-drappeau 1996, 
p. 279).

 3. See harding 1971, the index of JauSSen & SavignaC 1909 
and 1914.

 4. The texts are: harding & littmann 1952, nos. 39, 50, 71, 
120, 134, 165, 229, 231, 425, 433.

drappeau 1996, pp. 281-282). 5 G. King also confirms it 
in a Thamudic inscription in the region of Ramm (King 
1990, nos. 405/1 and 406/2, p. 621), so does al-theeB 
once, in the region of Tabūk (al-theeB 1999, no. 181, 
p. 170). This clan name is known as Mznt in Nabataean 
inscriptions (JauSSen & SavignaC 1909, no. 23, p. 183; 
Cantineau 1930, no. 113). Māzin مازن is a clan of the 
al-Ḥāriṯ tribe (a northern tribe) (Ibn Ḥazm, Ǧamharat, 
p. 173) and a clan of Azd (a tribe from the south of the 
Arabian Peninsula) (Ibn Ḥazm, Ǧamharat, p. 330).

RS 3. l-Ḥbb

Ḥbb: masculine anthroponym, very common in 
Thamudic inscriptions of Hāʾil (al-theeB 1999, no. 67) 
and of Skāka (al-theeB 2002, nos. 3, 11, 22/1, 30, 31, 
44, 60). It is also known in Safaitic (winnett 1957, 
p. 153; littmann 1943, p. 313) 6 and in Winnett’s 
Thamudic inscription (winnett & reed 1970, no. 2). 
Tairan highlights many other similar confirmations in 
South Arabian (tairan 1992, p. 95). This name is also 
known in other Thamudic inscriptions, in the theophoric 
form Ḥbbʾl in a Lihyanite inscription (farèS-drappeau 
2005, D116) and in a Thamudic text found at wādī Ramm 
(harding & littmann 1952, no. 451). A feminine form 
Ḥbbt is vouched for in a Lihyanite inscription (farèS-
drappeau 2005, D118). It is known in Phoenician as Ḥb 
(Benz 1972, p. 307), in Nabataean as Ḥbbw (al-muʿayqil 
& al-theeB 1996, no. 68:2) and in Palmyrenian as Ḥbbt 
(StarK 1971, p. 87). Ḥbb brings to mind a name of an 
Arabic person حبيب, a very common name. 7

RS 4. l-Brnṯ

This anthroponym is unknown in the available 
lexicons.

 5. In the inscription of wādī Umm Saḥm, the author evokes 
the Lt deity in favour of turning the supporters of the clan ḏ 
ʾl Mzn: l-Sʿd bn Whb-Lh ḏ ʾl Mzn w-zkrt Lt kll ʾsyʿn ʾl Mzn 
“by Sʿd son Whb-Lh, of the clan of ʾl Mzn. May the Lt deity 
remember all the supporters of the Mzn clan.” In 1996, I had 
proposed to read it so “[…] may the Lt deity remember all 
the members of the Mzn clan”, which is wrong. ʾ šyʿn, which 
is the plural of šʿt, designates “supporters” in South Arabian 
(BeeSton et al. 1982).

 6. Other attestations, in Safaitic, are mentioned by al-theeB 
1999, p. 73.

 7. See Ibn Ḥazm, Ǧamharat, index.
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RS 5. l-Mʿn bn Mʿz w- ḏkr Dšr Šbʿn bn ʿbd-ʿbdt
Mʿn son of Mʿz. Let the God Dšr remember Šbʿn son 
of ʿbd-ʿbdt.

It’s about an invocation in favour of Šbʿn son of ʿbd-
ʿbdt.

Mʿn: masculine anthroponym very common in 
pre-Islamic Arabia. It is confirmed in the Thamudic 
inscriptions of Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, 
nos. 80, 300; King 1990, nos. 78, 351), in the Thamudic 
inscriptions of al-Jawf (al-theeB 2000a, nos. 24, 135, 
181, 188) and in a Thamudic inscription of Jaussen and 
Savignac (JauSSen & SavignaC 1914, no. 195). It is very 
common in the Minaean texts of al-ʿUlā as a reigning 
patronym (JauSSen & SavignaC 1914, nos. 7, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 17, 28, 30, 31), known in Safaitic (littmann 1943, 
pp. 1, 23) and Palmyrenean (StarK 1971, no. 96), and in Figure 2 - East view of the block.

Figure 4 - Drawings of the upper part (© Jérôme Norris).

Figure 3 - The upper part.
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218    Saba Farès

Nabataean it has the form of Mʿnw (Cantineau 1930, 
no. 117). It is name of a person, common in Arabic (Ibn 
Ḥazm, Ǧamharat, index, p. 640).

Mʿz: patronym confirmed in Thamudic (King 1990, 
nos. 86, 145, 555; JauSSen & SavignaC 1914, no. 626; 
harding & littmann 1952, no. 499). It is also known in 
Arabic (Ibn Ḥazm, Ǧamharat, index, p. 640).

ḏkr: verb “to remember,” very common in invocations. 
It appears in Thamudic inscriptions at Ramm (harding & 
littmann 1952, nos. 45, 58, 156, 170, 481, 489, 506, 520, 
521; King 1990, p. 684). It also appears in Thamudic, in the 
feminine (al-theeB 1999, nos. 174, 181). It is confirmed 
in Minaean (JauSSen & SavignaC 1914, nos. 330, 369) 
and in Lihyanite (JauSSen & SavignaC 1914, no. 481).

Dšr: theonym known in Ramm inscriptions (harding 
& littmann 1952, no. 502; King 1990, no. 369). It is also 
known, in the region of Ramm, in the form Ḏšr (King 
1990, no. 260). It appeared in an inscription within the 
museum of the University of King Saud’s collection 
(al-theeB 2003, no. 56, p. 120). The theophoric tmdšr 
is known in Nabataean (Cantineau 1930, no. 156). It is 
generally accepted that it is about the Nabataean God 
ḏ-Šry (hauSSig 1965, pp. 433-435; healey 2001, pp. 87-
101). The Nabataean god ḏ-Šry consists of two elements: 
the relative ḏ and the noun Šry, which refers back to the 
mountain range of Šarāt (StarCKy 1956, p. 220-222). 
This mountain range extends from Maʿān to Rās an-
Naqab. One of the peaks is Jabal Hārūn, at the southwest 
of wādī Mūsa, where the Nabataean capital, Petra, is 
situated. It should be noted that this mountain range is 
halted by the depression of an-Naqab, where the sandy 
region of Ḥijāz begins. One hundred kilometres separate 
Rās an-Naqab from wādī Ramm.

The interpretations accepted so far concerning 
the reading of this theonym proceed by geographical 
continuity, attributing the same reading to the region 
of Ramm and its population as to the region of Petra. 
Today, this extension of meaning to Ramm seems, to us, 
to have been too hasty. The graffiti around Ramm leads 
us to propose another reading, which takes Ramm, and 
no longer Petra, to have been the geographical centre. 
Assuming, instead, that Ramm is the cultural centre 
would allow for an analysis of the word as it appears the 
most often, in other words, in the form of d-šr/ḏ-šry. This 
would also allow us to consider that the local population 
had proper beliefs, independently of those of Petra’s, and 
this would be admitting that the population of Ramm had 
been able to develop its own culture, and create a cult and 
symbols that corresponded to their local material reality 
(leroi-gourhan 2001, p. 6).

Only a detour through the facts could guide us along 
the path of comprehending Ramm’s religion. At this 
point, we can only formulate hypotheses; so difficult 
it is to understand the religious phenomena, especially 
in ancient nomadic societies, whose cult objects have 

disappeared. They were, in fact, perishable elements: 
sacrificed animals, words, prayers. Only some succinct 
inscriptions and rock engravings remain, such as those 
carried by the block we are examining here.

First reflexion: If we assume that ḏ/d is a relative 
(“that of”), the root ŠRY can refer to a quality or to a name 
as generally is the case. According to al-Muʿjam al-waṣīṭ 
الوسيط ŠRY ,المعجم   means: “pruritus, itching that الشّرى 
resembles scabies; mountain; place abundant with lions; 
it is said: they are Šarà’s lions, in other words, they are 
brave and courageous; a region;” بثور حمر كالدراهم حكاكة 
 مؤلمة؛ والجبل؛ وموضع كثير الأسُد؛ ويقال: هم أشُْد الشّرى: أشداء
Let us note, by the way, the name Jupiter .شجعان؛ والناحية 
 in Arabic, whose root is Šry. Is Šry therefore the المشتري 
equivalent of the Roman God Jupiter or the Greek God 
Zeus? In any case, we observe that the root of the word, as 
well as the invocations that are linked to it, evoke strength 
and fertility.

If we assume, as second reflexion, that the root is Dšr, 
then we could explain the transition of the relative ḏ to 
the radical d through well-known linguistic changes of 
interdentals in Semitic languages: ṯ/t, ḏ/d (moSCati et 
al. 1980, p. 29). If one wants to search for a meaning 
of this word in Arabic, one quickly finds that the roots 
ḎŠR and DŠR are absent from Arabic dictionaries. On 
the other hand, the root DSR exists in the sense of “to 
push very strongly,” which means with the spear: ُسْر  الدَّ
مْح دِيدُ يقال : دَسَرَهُ بالرُّ  by extension, the root ,الطَّعْنُ والدَّفْع الشَّ
means mating:  ُومن المَجاز الدَّسْر : الجِمَاع (al-Zubaydī, Tāg 
al-ʿarūs, under the entry DSR). The transition of sīn to 
šīn is a phenomenon also known in Semitic languages 
(moSCati et al. 1980, pp. 36-37) and is widespread still 
in our day within different Arabic dialects, such as in the 
Syrian-Lebanese dialect today, where šajara (“tree”) is 
sajra.

Failing to have a rich corpus containing this theonym, 
it is currently difficult to know its true written form. 
However, despite this hindrance, one thing is certain: it 
seems awkward to us that it refers to the mountain of 
Sharà, at Petra. Its etymology, suggested above, refers 
either to a “strong god” or to the god of “fertility.” These 
are the two attributes that a nomadic society needs, in 
order to face a difficult daily life. 8

Šbʿn: masculine anthroponym. It is neither authenti-
cated in the Thamudic corpus of al-Theeb neither in those 

 8. To study the religious phenomena of nomadic societies calls 
for the same methods and the same prudence as to study 
prehistoric societies: they left only clues, no monumental 
remains. The method of comparing religious phenomena 
of Ramm to those of Petra deprives us of opening towards 
the discovery of a history specific to this territory in Ramm. 
See also (leroi-gourhan 2001, especially the introduction, 
pp. 1-9).
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of G. King and neither in those of Jaussen and Savignac. 
This name corresponds to the Arabic شبعان, which means 
“replete.” It refers to the name of a man known in the 
Arabic corpus.

ʿbd-ʿbdt: patronym composed of two: ʿbd- “servant 
of” and ʿbdt “submission to God, adoration.” It is the 
name borne in particular by Nabataean King Obodas the 
first, who ruled between 96 and 87 BC (StarCKy 1966, 
p. 911). The first element enters into the composition of 
many theophoric names. 9 ʿbd corresponds to the Arabic 
 عبد :which equally enters into many theophoric names ,عبد
 etc. It is verified in two inscriptions at الوهاب، عبد الرحمن،
Ramm as a person’s name (King 1990, KJC 574; harding 
& littmann 1952, no. 115) and confirmed in al-Jawf’s 
Thamudic inscription (al-theeB 2000a, no. 147) and 
in Safaitic and Nabataean inscriptions (harding 1971, 
index). Additionally, ʿbd-ʿbdt is the name of a member of 
the family of a very well-known sculptor at Petra, around 
the year 40 BC (JauSSen & SavignaC 1909, nos. 3/9, 4/8, 
7/8, index p. 492; healey 1993, p. 93). 10 ʿbd-ʿbdt is also 
the name that appears in the cartouche at the entrance of 
a rock tomb at Petra (miliK & StarCKy 1975, p. 115).

RS 6. l-Šbʿn bn ʿbdʿbdt
l-Šbʿn son of ʿbdʿbdt.

It’s about the same person as the preceding text.

RS 7. l-Gmm

Proper name of a man known in Thamudic inscriptions 
(al-theeB 2003, no. 27; winnett & reed 1973, p. 95; 
harding & littmann 1952, p. 76) and in Safaitic 
inscriptions (littmann 1943, p. 39).

RS 8. l-Mʿ[ṣ]t

Word unknown in the corpus.

 lower part (figures 5 and 6)

RS 9. l-ʾs-Lh w- ḏkrt Lt ʾḫwy kll-hm
ʾs-Lh. May Lt remember all their brothers.

An invocation formulated by ʾs-Lh in favour of all 
their brothers.

9. Cf. Harding’s index where he references all occurrences 
(harding 1971).

10. This family of masons is also verified in an inscription found 
by Jobling and Bennet in the region of Ramm (JoBling & 
Bennet 1982, no. 141).

ʾs-Lh: Name of a theophoric person very widespread 
in Thamudic texts at Ramm (farèS-drappeau 1996, 
p. 276; harding & littmann 1952, nos. 5, 20, 61, 85, 
441, 487, 504; King 1990, p. 477). ʾs has the meaning of 
“to give,” and is widespread as a person’s name (harding 
1971, index). 11 It is also the name of a large Arab tribe at 
the beginning of Islam الأوس.

Lt: feminine divine name “the goddess.” She is 
the goddess at Ramm near Dšr. A temple is dedicated 
to her in Ramm (farèS-drappeau 1996; zayadine & 
farèS-drappeau 1998). There, in Ramm, she appears in 
numerous texts (harding & littmann 1952, nos. 8, 58, 
156, 170, 481, 489, 506, 520, 521; King 1990, p. 614). 12

ʾḫw-y: word composed of noun ʾḫ “brother,” of w- 
indicating the plural 13 and -y, which, when suffixed to 
names, designates possession (moSCati et al. 1980, 
p. 83). ʾḫ is attested in Thamudic in the masculine form 
(harding & littmann 1952, no. 127; King 1990, p. 471) 
and in the feminine ʾḫt (harding & littmann 1952, 
no. 522). It is also known as the possessive of the first 
person singular ʾḫ-y “my brother” (King 1990, p. 472), 
of the third person singular ʾḫ-h “his brother” (al-theeB 
2000a, nos. 24, 54, 57; al-theeB 2003, nos. 24, 59; al-
theeB 2002, no. 80), and in the feminine form with the 
third person of the masculine singular ʾḫt-h “his sister” 
(al-theeB 2000a, no. 138). It is known in Lihyanite in 
the form of ʾḫ-h “his brother,” ʾḫ-hm “their brother” 
and ʾḫt-h “his sister” (farèS-drappeau 2005, lexique, 
p. 249). It enters into the composition of names, such as 
ʾḫ-ʾb (farèS-drappeau 2005, lexique, p. 249; King 1990, 
p. 471).

Kll-hm: adverb composed of kll “all” followed by the 
suffix of the third person plural -hm. 14 It is quite common 
in Thamudic inscriptions (farèS-drappeau 1996, p. 282; 
King 1990, KJ 30, 42, 44, 181, 641; graf & zwettler 
2004, p. 74).

RS 10. l-T… bn Tm-ʿbdt bn Šfr
T… son of Tm-ʿbdt son Šfr.

11. It is known in Lihyanite as an anthroponym (farèS-drappeau 
2005, D7/4, 52/1 and D158/3). In Liḥyanite, ʾ s with the article 
is a name borne uniquely by the king: hn-ʾs (farèS-drappeau 
2005, D7/4, 12/1, 53/9, 56/6, 58/12, 92/6, 146/9).

12. This deity is known since the 5th century but it is during the 
Roman period (1st-3rd century ad) that her cult became more 
widespread among Arab tribes (StarCKy 1981). Nevertheless, 
Lt is one of the three most venerated Arab deities of the pre-
Islamic Arab pantheon, the other two being al-Manāt and 
al-ʿUzzà.

13. On this subject see Lihyanite grammar in farèS-drappeau 
2005, p. 69.

14. See the plural in the Lihyanite texts (farèS-drappeau 2005, 
p. 67).
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Tm-ʿbdt: patronym composed of two elements. Tm is 
a Semitic root meaning “completeness, integrity.” 15 This 
name enters in the composition of theophoric names: 
Tm-Lt, Tm-Ḥr (harding & littmann 1952, nos. 28, 482, 
323). Tm-ʿbdt is affirmed in Thamudic inscriptions of the 
region of Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, no. 190; 
King 1990, index).

Šfr: patronym. This patronym is also known at Ramm 
(harding & littmann 1952, nos. 171 and 190; King 
1990, p. 562).

15. For various Aramaic and Biblical proofs, cf. Brown et al. 
1985.

RS 11. l-Km’

Kmʾ: proper name of a man, evidenced in the region of 
Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, no. 93; King 1990, 
p. 611).

RS 12. l-Ḥg bn Ḥ […]
Ḥg son of Ḥ […].

Ḥg: masculine anthroponym, the patronym has faded 
away. Ḥg is a common name, the Semitic meaning of 
which is “pilgrim, the celebration linked to pilgrimage.” 
This name is affirmed by Harding in the region of Ramm, 
but read as Ḥṯ (harding & littmann 1952, nos. 221 and 

Figure 5 - The lower part.

Figure 6 - Drawings of the lower part (© Jérôme Norris).
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426). 16 It is also known in King’s inscriptions, likewise in 
the region of Ramm (King 1990, p. 514).

RS 13. l-Gršʿ bn Hnn
l-Gršʿ son of Hnn.

Gršʿ: masculine anthroponym exhibited at Ramm 
(harding & littmann 1952, nos. 13 and 402; King 
1990, p. 509), in Thamudic inscriptions of the region of 
Sakāka (al-theeB 2002, nos. 7, 86, 108) and in the region 
of Jubba, near Ḥā’il (al-theeB 2000b, no. 69). It is also 
known in Nabataean (Cantineau 1930, no. 80) and in 
Safaitic (harding 1971, p. 158).

Hnn: patronym known in Thamudic inscriptions in 
the region of Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, p. 359; 
King 1990, p. 645). It is also found in Safaitic (duSSaud 
& maCler 1901, no. 191a).

RS 14. L-’drk

ʾdrk: word unknown in the corpus. Does it refer to a 
masculine anthroponym?

RS 15. l-Whb-Lh bn Tm-ʿbdt
l-Whb Lh son of Tm-ʿbdt.

Whb-Lh: very common theophoric masculine 
anthroponym, “gift of Lh.” It is affirmed in the Thamudic 
inscriptions of Ramm (harding & littmann 1952, 
nos. 37, 70, 78, 85, 87, 145, 157, 190, 217, 230, 309, 368, 
460, 484, 487; King 1990, p. 653-654). It is also known in 
the Thamudic inscriptions in north and northeast Arabia 
(al-theeB 1999, no. 181; al-theeB 2000a, nos. 29, 54). 
It appears in the Lihyanite inscriptions of al-ʿUlā (farèS-
drappeau 2005, D13/1, 15/1, 21/1, 58/1). The element 
Whb is confirmed as a proper name of a man “gift” or as 
an element of theophoric names. In this way it is known 
in composition with Lt in the Thamudic inscriptions of al-
Theeb (al-theeB 2000a, no. 27; al-theeB 1999, no. 67; 
al-theeB 2003, no. 7). In Nabataean it has the form of 
Whb-lhy, Whb-ʾlh, Whb-ʾlh (Cantineau 1930, p. 89). 17

RS 16. l-Ṯt[…]

The text is eroded; only three letters are still readable.

16. The letter  is a gim in the inscriptions of the region of Ramm 
and a ṯaʾ in the region of al-ʿUlā.

17. The number of theophoric names in the composition, of 
which the name Whb is one, is too large. I refer to Harding’s 
index (harding 1971), even if hundreds of texts have since 
been published in which this name has appeared.

RS 17. l-[…]t bn ʿmy[…]
l-[…]t son of ʿmy[…].

ʿmy: text also eroded.

To sum, these texts, despite their brevity, give an insight 
into Thamudic lexicon and syntactical construction. It is a 
question about a structure specific to Arab graffiti. These 
texts are the expression and language of a people who 
have their own representation of the world that translates 
their own system of thought. The word order, so regular, 
leads us to question the representation that these people 
had of the world, and consequently, of the religious 
facts/events that the texts convey. Durkheim’s reflexions 
on the “The leading conceptions of the elementary 
religion” (durKheim 1915, pp. 68-83) provide us ideas 
concerning language; by ordering and classifying words 
in a style unique to each society, it expresses a system of 
representation of the world of these people. 18

1/ Filiation: Reference to ancestry (nasab, which is the 
link of horizontal kinship) is introduced by bn “son 
of” (or bnt “daughter of,” but this is rare). Reference 
to the eponymous ancestor, ḥasab, is introduced by ḏ 
ʾl “those of the community of, of the group of” (RS 2). 
The etymology of the Arabic word means: “origin, 
first, return to,” it is derived from the word ʾawwal 
 آلَ :first,” according to the dictionary al-Muḥīṭ“ ,أول
.يؤَولُ، أل أولاً ومآلا الأمرُ إليه: رجع أو انتهى إليه –أول

2/ The ultimate verb for invocations is ḏkr, even if 
other verbs are demonstrated (harding & littmann 
1952, index; King 1990, index). Ḏkr is a Semitic root 
meaning “remember of, pay attention to.” In our text 
(RS 5), the subject of the verb is the theonym Dšr, 
while in (RS 9) the subject is Lt. This verb is most 
often used in North Arabian texts: (King 1990; farèS-
drappeau & zayadine 2005; fuJii & toKunaga 2007; 
zayadine & farèS-drappeau 1998). 19 It is known only 
in the third person singular, masculine or feminine, 
depending on whether the subject is a god or goddess. 
Ḏkr especially appears in a religious sense, of which 
the theonyms are the subject. This verb is known in 
the Nabataean inscriptions of ʿAyn ash-Shallālah at 

18. “Thinking consists in arranging our ideas, and consequently 
in classifying them. […] But classifying is also naming 
[…]. Thus the language of a people always has an influence 
upon the manner in which new things, recently learned, are 
classified in the mind and are subsequently thought of; these 
new things are thus forced to adapt themselves to pre-existing 
forms. For this reason, the language which men spoke when 
they undertook to construct an elaborated representation of 
the universe marked the system of ideas which was then born 
with an indelibly trace” (durKheim 1915, p. 75).

19. The bibliography is very long, thanks to intense epigraphic 
exploration in Saudi Arabia.
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wādī Ramm, where we have the same formula as in 
our texts (SavignaC 1933) 20. In the region of Tabūk 
(Saudi Arabia), this verb is known in the feminine (the 
subject is the deity Lt): nos. 174 and 181 (al-theeB 
1999, pp. 165-170). In Harding-Littmann’s Thamudic 
inscriptions, it is likewise known in the feminine form 
in the inscriptions nos. 45, 58, 156, 170, 481, 489, 
506, 520 and 521 (harding & littmann 1952). It is 
known in King’s inscriptions (King 1990, index) and 
affirmed in Safaitic inscriptions, in north Jordan and 
south Syria (littmann 1943, no. 85).

3/ w-, which precedes the verb, is generally translated as 
“and,” 21 or can have more complex uses than simple 
coordination. Arab grammarians have listed several 
uses including that of invocation الاستغاثة, which is the 
meaning we will retain in our translation.

Finally, a word on onomastics. Anthroponyms are 
widely spread in the Arabic realm, some of which are still 
used today. On the other hand, the name of the lineage Mzn 
seems to be limited to the region of Ramm and spreads 
itself to the region of Tabūk in the south. The period to 
which these texts date is difficult to know. If some see an 
indication of the Nabataean epoch in the anthroponym 
ʿbd-ʿbdt or the rapprochement Mzn/Mznt, for my part, 
these indications no more reveal the Nabataean epoch 
than later epochs. Only datable remains, as archaeological 
type, would bring confirmation.

In sum, what does this block with inscriptions tell 
us? Does the block itself, its location and invocation 
associated to a clan name, indicate a delimitation of 
territory? Only exhaustive work of the entire body of 
Thamudic study could give us a response. In any case, 
these texts provide us with the additional pieces of 
information to study the linguistic and social facts of a 
nomadic, pre-Islamic society, whose culture left many 
traces in Islamic religions.

saba.fares@univ-tlse2.fr 
Université Toulouse - Jean Jaurès,  

Patrimoine, Littérature, Histoire (EA 4610)

20. Thirty texts are invocations to Lt. The verb employed is 
always ḏkr. For further example, cf. no. 3:
dkrt ʾltw May God remember 
Ḥlypw w-Mqmʾl Ḥlypw, Mqmʾl, 
w-Nḥšṭb w-ḥqly Nḥšṭb and Ḥqly 
b-ṭb in good.

21. Sometimes in front of an inscription, in this case, it is 
considered as an introduction: Cf. by way of example the 
text no. 129 published by L. Harding: w ʾsd bn sʿdt “and 
Assad son of Saʿdat” (harding & littmann 1952).
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